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Report from Oakland: The Art of Insurrection
Pedro Lange-Churión and John Zarobell
At the end of May, the third month of a shelter-in-place order in the coun-
ties of the San Francisco Bay Area, protests erupted daily in Oakland 
(California) following the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis. 
After a spree of early looting, the businesses along Oakland’s main 
corridors—many still closed to the public today, in November—had 
boarded up their windows leaving a ready canvas for a host of street 
artists and muralists to make their mark. The protest works that 
emerged are both beautiful and politically fraught, exposing some of 
the most sensitive social and economic divisions in the US. With the 
Black Lives Matter movement gaining steam in mainstream politics 
and the public awaiting restrictions to be lifted, artists and activists 
filled the street with a new kind of historical painting, in which history 
is not depicted so much as made. The murals of Oakland in 2020 testify 
to a vibrant visual explosion of political and social ideas. Like histor-
ical paintings of the nineteenth century that depicted contemporary 
history in mythic terms, there are moral lessons to be learned here. The 
country, and the world, need to listen.
This photo essay is intended as a dialectic between language and 
image, society and culture. We, photographer and critic, socialists and 
theorists, aim to weave these disruptions into our fabric of urban lore. 
These images and the movement that they reflect, like so many others 
in cities around the world, challenge us to contain the multiple layers 
of social life, radical imagination and human tragedy in the time of 
COVID-19 and civil insurrection of 2020. The theories of urban expe-
rience are countless, from Baudelaire to Benjamin to Baldwin, so this 
engagement will of course be selective. 
The idea to pair image and idea erupted in the early years of the 
twentieth century with Constructivist and Dada collage. A hundred 
years later and faced with wreckage piled upon wreckage, like the 
angel of history we are caught in the wind blowing us into the future 
with our back turned toward it.1 The storm propelling us is no longer 
progress as Benjamin named it in the early twentieth century. As 
destructive as he found the march of progress to be, we now encounter 
a politics of regress, whose goal is to unmake the accomplishments 
of past and current generations and to cast doubt on any truth we 
know. This dangerous political game—and the deaths it has casually 
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effected—gave way to an outburst of fury in the streets in the summer 
of 2020, and the civil unrest has not yet abated. So, the words and theo-
ries we use to pry open the import of these resulting images aim to 
salvage a shred of human dignity and a sense of mutual care amidst 
our current epiphany of darkness. We hope these images may reveal 
some of the truths so ruthlessly denied by political leaders, so that the 
reader may see, and our words are an elegy connecting a vision of loss 
to consciousness of purpose for ourselves and our demos.
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Floydway
Photo: Pedro Lange-Churión
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You had such a vision of the street
As the street hardly understands
—T.S. Eliot, Preludes
*
Renaming the street shatters the structural stream of urbanism. Creating a 
space of the possible in the street.2 
*
Broadway in New York is a diagonal street that breaks the grid, a street of 
laughter and entertainment. In Oakland, it is no different, but city institutions 
cling to it, marking it as the core of municipal functions, administrative and 
commercial.
*
“Lived Experience partakes of the theoretical sphere and this means that the 
division between conceptualization and life is artificial.”3 
*
This renaming to Floydway marks the street as a site of trauma. Floyd 
himself looks on. It is a moment of discontinuity that generates a new 
symbolic, an intervention against the reality of the power and violence of the 
state, manifested in the planning and maintenance of the city. Rancière calls 
this dissensus, this break in consciousness that emerges from the rewriting 
of the street in the name of those subverted by it. The subversive laughter 
brings out an unintended response to the city as it is.
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Torch This Place
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“To articulate the past historically…means to seize hold of a 
memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger.” 
—Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History”4
*
This mural clearly emulates an image that was featured on the cover on the 
New York Times on May 29, 2020 of a protester, fist in the air, before a burning 
building. The artist in this case has improved upon the original by placing a 
stone in the hand of the protester and adding a quote from Maya Angelou: 
“So use that anger. You write it. You paint it. You dance it. You march it. You 
vote it. You do everything about it…”5 The mural is unsigned but the collec-
tive anger is manifest. As Oakland’s own Fantastic Negrito has sung: “Let’s 
take off these chains, let’s burn it down!”6 While the looting in Oakland has 
been selective (and in most cases not related to the protests themselves), the 
idea of bringing down the system and the structures that support it is the 
means of overcoming the distance that the present society imposes. Depicting 
history through image and fantasy generates a new purchase on the moment 
we call now.
*
“To seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment of danger.”7 George 
Floyd’s breath caught on video and the eternal return of rigged outcomes 
and normalized carnage is articulated as history by Kimberly Jones; 450 years 
flashes in a lighting of eloquence:
You broke the contract when you killed us in the streets and didn’t give a fuck. You 
broke the contract when for 400 years, we played your game and built your wealth. 
You broke the contract when we built our wealth again on our own by our bootstraps 
in Tulsa and you dropped bombs on us, when we built it in Rosewood and you came 
in and you slaughtered us. You broke the contract. So fuck your Target. Fuck your 
Hall of Fame. Far as I’m concerned, they could burn this bitch to the ground, and it 
still wouldn’t be enough. And they are lucky that what black people are looking for is 
equality and not revenge.8
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Comerica Bank: “We Can’t Breathe!”
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An aging neoclassical façade—the hopeful architecture of a rising economic 
power—represents the ambitions of the American city in the twentieth 
century. But before the century came to an end, the city had been hollowed 
out by economic collapse and white flight; then the salvage paradigm settled 
in, in which new enterprises came in to pick up the pieces, providing services 
to those on the losing side of the historical arc of capital.
*
George Floyd was lynched, knee on neck. The luster of a police boot and the 
hard pavement were the last he saw. The last he said: I can’t breathe! I can’t 
breathe! I can’t breathe! We all heard him. Eric Garner hollered the same 
phrase six years ago. The agony in one echoing the agony in the other. We do 
not speak language; “language speaks us.”9
*
Comerica inherited these windows too tall to cover and walls too white not 
to be written on in this moment of awakening. The bank claims a work-
ing-class history, but it has now been marked by the underclass: under the 
knee, under the stone facades, under attack from the police and the vagaries 
of global economics. Oakland has grown a new head as the tech wealth has 
begun to flow, but it has forgotten its feet. The feet keep moving, searching 
for the ground, but if one cannot breathe, one cannot walk, and the city is 
also brought to its knees.
*
Unexpected, like the fortuitous encounter of an umbrella and a sewing 
machine on an operating table, the image produces an encounter of dissensus 
that slaps the face with urgency.10 These public writings reveal an eloquent 
redistribution of the sensible world that subverts the meanings we take for 
granted.11 Then, the phrase of a shameful suffering: “I can’t breathe” becomes 
the clarion call of a collective that brandishes—ragefully and rightfully—
fidelity to a truth-event: “We can’t breathe!”
*
And in this subversive performance of dissensus, the phrase encounters the 
façade of Comerica, a bank founded in Detroit, a city riddled with race riots. 
The policeman’s knee is also the weight of profit suffocating all, annihilating 
all, like “…roses, manacled by the dealers in perfume.”12 Rose Floyd, Rose 
Garner, Rose Brown…!
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“I am George”
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Written with urgency, “I am George.” The untapped hydrants can’t snuff the 
spark setting Oakland on fire, “I am George.” They killed the body; couldn’t 
kill the name. “I am George” and Breonna Taylor also comes back from the 
dead. Whose “I” behind the I is also George? The I of the utterance differs 
from the I of the unconscious.13 The American Dream and the invention of 
whiteness on which it rests are not white lies, but lies with blood on their 
hands, lies whose unconscious contents are writing themselves on Oakland 
walls, spelling the name of yet one more sacrificed to keep the dream alive.14 
“I am George.” We’d better slip through the crack between the two I’s and 
find shelter and muscle under the name.
*
Some people have psychology without subjectivity, the means without an 
end. If it is necessary to write “I am George” on a wall, identification is the 
means of inhabiting the space of subjection and attempting to rescue the 
subjectivity of the slave, the coolie, the native, the woman. There is no going 
back—the history of regress blows us into the future backwards—but if I 
can speak, I can say their names. This asserts Black Lives Matter, but more 
besides.
*
Alain Badiou tosses universal ethics. We are “a biped without feathers whose 
charms are not obvious,” but possessed with the ability to become subjects 
and thus endure in our humanity.15 We can become immortal, despite the 
lynchings that seek to reduce us to animal abjection and utter victimhood. 
Slip through the crack—“I am George”—and find in that becoming the kernel 
of human subjectivity! Be “faithful to the event”! This event that invokes us 
in the spheres of politics and love. “I am George”
*
To say “I am George” is to say I am dead but still living. I have been ground 
to nothing but I still want to talk to you. I am the ghost who will haunt the 
present, who repeats your fucking crimes again and again, though you cover 
your traces, though you obfuscate the truth, though you use the system of 
justice [sic] to walk away from your murders unscathed.
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Questions on a Mural in Oakland, 2020.
Photo: Pedro Lange-Churión
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The muralist is at work. Shapes that soon will be color are scarcely sketched, 
a kaleidoscope of Oakland’s discontent: a Black man raises a fist, a mega-
phone appears among a crowd in which a Black woman smiles, another 
figure harangues an invisible audience, another man hands bread out to an 
encampment of homeless, and a disabled man moves in his wheelchair.
*
Murals are affirmative, presenting political and social visions of the past and 
the future. The histories of Oakland communities are here, a history of racial 
housing policy—redlining — now transformed thanks to the progressive 
national and local legislation. The nonprofit that commissioned this mural, 
the Greenlining Institute, seeks to tell a story of inclusion and the promotion 
of equity in the city today.
*
Graffiti are insistent and ephemeral; murals befriend permanence. They 
remain like bridges hurled at the future. Will Herzog show up the day after 
to interpret 2020’s dreamscapes in Oakland? Will Oakland be our Cave of 
Forgotten Dreams?
*
Is it possible that phantasmagoria could be a good thing? If a mural gener-
ates a phantasy of togetherness, of progressive enlightenment, is it wrong to 
embrace it? This incomplete mural seeks to be a surface of civic virtue.
*
Grandville created caricatures in which both modernity’s dreams and their 
undoing were allegorized. Allegories are the antidote of myths, says Walter 
Benjamin.16 Could Oakland be an allegory of contest between urban planners 
and aerosol artists? Oakland in decline: a city of tensions between moderni-
ty’s dreams (the phantasmagoria of production, consumerism, commodities 
and austere urban planning) and its rude awakening (racism, poverty, social 
unrest and urban chaos). A Grandville caricature with a beating heart.
*
The allegory of the city in America in the twenty-first century is the True 
Crime show. Our popular art is an endless series of murders and resolutions, 
leading to a hard-hearted acceptance that the world is cruel, but the good 
guys have got what it takes to hold things together. This allegory inverts that 
logic, providing a contemporary take on what Baudelaire once called the 
“Heroism of Modern Life.” For Baudelaire modernity meant that heroism 
itself was depleted yet here a modern colossus is born: an image of the 
people.
*
The contrast in the image and the photo’s flatness creates the illusion the 
muralist is inside the mural. Popular art “allows us to look outward from 
within objects.”17 Can we look well into this mural and from within under-
stand the furious exuberance that overwhelmed Oakland with imagination, 
against the crimes of “law and order,” soon after May 25, 2020?
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Cop Car Burning
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Beneath the discourses that ideologize the city, the ruses and com-
binations of powers that have no readable identity proliferate; 
without points where one can take hold of them, without rational 
transparency, they are impossible to administer.
—Michel De Certeau, “Walking in the City”18
*
A chain anchors this panel to the city’s commercial architecture, but this 
panel has been decorated with multiple stickers: ready-made compositions 
that are applied in haste as provocations. The burning police car is the central 
image of the photograph but beneath it another sticker features a composi-
tion of a crying woman against a message scrawled on a wall in the back-
ground: Black Lives Matter. Graffiti representing graffiti. The two images 
reflect divergent strategies, or ruses if you will. While the burning cop car 
shows the radical edge of the protesters’ will, the black woman with a tear 
forming in her eye expresses the pain that drives protesters to the street. 
These images feature human responses to urban afflictions of racism and 
brutality against the black population; these voices cannot be administered. 
They call for a repudiation of the city as system, the police as a mechanism 
of social order. Someone has tried to peel away the third sticker, calling for a 
“copless future” but the message persists.
*
The burning police car; a teardrop forming in the eye. Could the tear at the 
lower-right corner be the signature, the scribbled collective name responsible 
for the burning that calls for a copless city? George Floyd called for his mama 
as he died suffocated beneath the knee. The bond between pain and fire pure, 
vibrant. In that tear Oakland echoes “without rational transparency,” as if 
by “imagery or magic” the rage that becomes action and the Mamma’s utter 
grief. Oakland echoing the acumen and premonition in these words:
*
…I am lost
without imagery or magic
trying to make power out of hatred and destruction
trying to heal my dying son with kisses
only the sun will bleach his bones quicker.
—Audre Lorde, “Power”19
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Art Sisters at Work
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Art is and remains such an uninhibited, unrestrained cultural ter-
rain only if all artists see their work as inherently challenging of 
those institutionalized systems of domination (imperialism, rac-
ism, sexism, class elitism, etc.) that seek to limit, coopt, exploit or 
shut down possibilities for individual creative self-actualization.
—bell hooks, “Workers for Artistic Freedom”20
*
Four art students are at work on a mural of missing black teens on the side of 
the historic Fox Theater. This building houses their school (Oakland School of 
the Arts) and they are seizing this territory to represent two forgotten Black 
youths whose disappearances were never resolved. To create a memorial is 
to exorcise memory in public and these artists have drawn on little-known 
cases. Memorials to those fallen in war are as common in America’s cities 
today as memorial murals to youths slain by cops or assailants. Less common 
are memorials to those who have disappeared—and this one aligns with 
radical pedagogy.
*
What is claimed there? Loss is not irrevocable, it recurs. Layers of losses pile 
up to create a chain, but they are visible only to the mind’s eye. Our sense of 
loss is the material of this image, and the young women who designed and 
executed it, working collectively, have created a memorial to Toni Clark and 
Jonathan Bandabaila. They are invisible links in our chain of losses and their 
recurrence is the protest against the system that would seek to limit, to coopt, 
to exploit their labors.
*
At times memorials are symbols of dull history, wickedly occupying spaces 
throughout the land, like those memorials to Confederate generals, taken 
down piecemeal by protesters since May 25. At other times, memorials 
emerge from the love and the rage of people in revolt, like the ones painted 
by these four art students, unearthing the memory of Clark and Bandabaila, 
who vanished without a trace. Here, George Floyd’s suffocation resonates 
in Oakland to spark a moment in which art becomes a weapon of rebellion 
and collective remembrance. Ominously Frantz Fanon tells us that “we 
revolt, simply because, for many reasons, we can no longer breathe.”21 These 
young sisters connect to two modes of the past: the one they could witness—
Bandabaila’s disappearance in 2019—and the past they could not witness, 
because they had not yet been born when Toni Clark disappeared in 1990. 
Her vanishing, however, lives in their consciousness, and these artists make 
sure we don’t forget.
*
“Collective memory … is a current of continuous thought whose continuity 
is not at all artificial, for it retains from the past only what still lives or is 
capable of living in the consciousness of the groups keeping the memory 
alive.”22
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